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Motivation

A common business issue: Identify successful products at an early stage
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What characteristic better represents a product?

What features make a product popular?
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Motivation

[1] Predicting Sales from the Language of Product Descriptions. SIGIR 2017

[2] Automatic generation of pattern-controlled product description in e-commerce. WWW 2019

Several studies [1] [2] show that descriptions are useful features for predicting product success.
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• In [1],  two descriptions for the same product were compared. 

The item with the former description was preferred by customers. 

• It demonstrate that product descriptions are vital factors for sales in Japanese e-commerce.
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Several studies [1] [2] show that descriptions are useful features for predicting product success.
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• We utilize descriptions as features to predict product success.

• Text à Ratings: a text regression problem



Problem Setting

We formulate the early prediction of product success as follows:
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Given a set of products

denotes the set of mature products associated with user reviews

denotes the set of upcoming products for which user reviews are unavailable

Task: Estimate the overall ratings for products in
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Proposed Method

A joint learning framework that leverage the power of both descriptions and user feedbacks 

Extract textual features from product descriptions
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Proposed Method

A joint learning framework that leverage the power of both descriptions and user feedbacks 

Auxiliary network popular trends from user reviews

Extract textual features from product descriptions
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Proposed Method

Main Network

Text è Word Embedding è Document Embedding è Rating
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Proposed Method

Main Network

Text è Word Embedding è Document Embedding è Rating
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Proposed Method

Main Network

Text è Word Embedding è Document Embedding è Rating

MLP
CNN
Self-Attention
BERT
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Proposed Method

Regression-based Auxiliary Network

Text è Word Embedding è Document Embedding è Rating
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Proposed Method

Regression-based Auxiliary Network

Text è Word Embedding è Document Embedding è Rating
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Proposed Method

Rank-based Auxiliary Network

The rank-based network predicts the relative rank of two documents in a given document pair

Text1 è Word Embedding è Document Embedding è Rating1
Text2 è Word Embedding è Document Embedding è Rating2
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(movie1, 
movie2)



Proposed Method

Full Network at training stage
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Proposed Method

At inference stage
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Experiments



Datasets - IMDB

Evaluate our framework on 2 real-world datasets

IMDB:

• We crawled the descriptions and the overall ratings of the movies via the 
OMDB API, and filtered out movies with fewer than ten reviews.

• The IMDB dataset only has at most 30 reviews.
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Preprocessing

• We tokenized the movie descriptions and reviews using NLTK. 

• The pre-trained word embeddings were obtained from Word2Vec.



Datasets - Filmarks

Evaluate our framework on 2 real-world datasets

Filmarks [3] :

• The biggest online review platform for films in Japan. 

• We crawled the movies from 2001 to 2019 and filtered out those with 
fewer than 300 reviews. 
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[3] https://filmarks.com/

Preprocessing

• We tokenized the texts using MeCab. 

• The pre-trained Japanese word embeddings were obtained from 
Wikipedia2Vec.



Main Results

• Simple Baseline Models:
• Mean
• KNN

ST/MT stands for single task/multi-task, respectively
ST∗ is a variation of the single task approach that concatenates the movie description and review texts together for training 12

Overall Score Prediction

Evaluation Metric: RMSE



Main Results

• Neural Models:
• MLP
• CNN
• Self-attention
• BERT

ST/MT stands for single task/multi-task, respectively
ST∗ is a variation of the single task approach that concatenates the movie description and review texts together for training 12

Overall Score Prediction

Evaluation Metric: RMSE



Main Results

• Effectiveness of auxiliary network:

• MT approach consistently outperforms the ST approach.

• BERT demonstrates the best performance improving ST approach by
• 35%–37% and 26%–28% for IMDB and Filmarks

ST/MT stands for single task/multi-task, respectively
ST∗ is a variation of the single task approach that concatenates the movie description and review texts together for training 12



Effect of Review Size

Larger user reviews pools generally improves performance
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<= 30

IMDB and Filmarks see a continuous improvement

> 30

MLP with regression networks show a performance drop



Effectiveness on Blockbuster Predictions

Blockbuster Predictions in testing sets
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Top X%-rated movies

BERT as the encoder

…
…
…

Predicted top X%-rated list

.

.

…
…
…



Effectiveness on Blockbuster Predictions
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• MT approaches consistently obtain 
much better results 

• Reach 100% precision for top 30%- to 
50%-rated movies predictions 

• MT approaches identifies blockbusters
at an early stage.

Blockbuster Predictions in testing sets



Advantage of Rank-based Auxiliary Network

The regression network vs. The rank network
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• Both types show improvements in IMDB & Filmarks

When only a limited number            of user reviews are exposed: 

• The improvement is more significant for the rank network in IMDB; 
but almost identical in Filmarks.

• Rank-based auxiliary network has the potential to further exploits 
information from the limited user reviews.



CASE STUDY
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Conclusions



Take Home Messages

(1) We propose a learning framework to address a vital task for business—early prediction of product success 
when limited information is available during inference.

(2) The framework effectively combines a main task network and a disposable auxiliary network, 
the latter of which can be either a regression or a ranking model.

(3) The proposed framework yields an over-20% performance improvement on two real-world datasets in different languages.
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Thank You!

Are there any questions you’d like to ask?

Chih-Ting Yeh     justinyeh1995@citi.sinica.edu.tw 

Ming-Feng Tsai   mftsai@nccu.edu.tw 

Chuan-Ju Wang cjwang@citi.sinica.edu.tw
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